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PPH&E $100

Water Security Initiative



What initiative helps utilities 
identify and respond to water 

quality and contamination 
events in the distribution 

system?



PPH&E $200
Water Lab Alliance



What provides the Water 
Sector with a network of 

labs capable of 
responding to water 

emergencies?



PPH&E $300

DHS Coordination



How does EPA promote a 
consistent approach to 

security across the Water 
Sector?



PPH&E $400

Coordination with 
Emergency Management 

Agencies



How does EPA further 
coordination and 

integration between the 
Water Sector and the 

emergency management 
community?



PPH&E $500

Water Government & 
Sector Coordinating 

Committees



What two groups does EPA 
support and participate in to 
promote coordination and 

collaboration on Water Sector 
security?



RRR $100

VSAT and RAMCAP



What are two tools that 
help utilities assess their 

vulnerabilities?



RRR $200

ERP



What is an Emergency 
Response Plan?





What is your wager?



RRR $300

Consequence Analysis



What process helps utilities 
analyze potential health and 
economic consequences of 
damage and contamination 

scenarios?



RRR $400

WHEAT



What is the Water Health and 
Economic Analysis Tool?



RRR $500

3.0



What is the latest version 
of WHEAT?



MRI $100

WCIT



What is the Water 
Contaminant Information 

Tool?



MRI $200

WARN



What are you going to join 
as soon as you get home? 
Water/Wastewater Agency 

Response Network 
(WARNs)



MRI $300

FedFUND



What provides tailored 
information about funding 
from EPA, FEMA, USDA, 
HUD, and SBA?



MRI $400

TTX CD



What free resource 
provides everything utilities 
need to plan and conduct a 
water emergency table top 

exercise?



MRI $500

CBWR



What is the Community-Based 
Water Resiliency Tool?

What is your gateway to over 400 
FREE water preparedness tools 

and resources?



OPC $100

A Day Without Water



What is the Telly Award-
winning video produced by 

EPA’s Water Security 
Division?



OPC $200

Don’t Get Soaked?



What follow-up video 
introduces utilities to 

WSD’s tools and 
resources?



OPC $300

Water/Energy Nexus in 
Disasters 



What series of workshops helps 
promote increased understanding 

of interdependencies between 
water and energy?



OPC $400

WaterISAC



What is the Water 
Information Sharing and 

Analysis Center?





What is your wager?



OPC $500

Laura Jenkins



Who is one of the 3 best trainers 
at this conference? 

(Tiff and Bre are the others!!!)



Wyoming Trivia $100

Which was the first state to 
give the women the right to 

vote?



Wyoming



Wyoming Trivia $200

What is the name of the 
first official National Park 

(1872)?



Yellowstone NP

a



Wyoming Trivia $300

What is the name of our 
nation’s first monument?



Devil’s Tower



Wyoming Trivia $400

What is the only state that 
does not have primacy 

over their drinking water 
regulations?



Wyoming



Wyoming Trivia $500

Who is Cody, Wyoming named 
after?



William “Buffalo Bill” Cody



Final Jeopardy



What is your wager?



What should you do if you have a 
question?



Call EPA or visit our Online 
Website!!!

www.epa.gov

WSD-Outreach@epa.gov


